78% PERF CONTOUR FRONT DOOR w/ LOCKING SWING HANDLE
(4) GROMMETS
3pc TOP PANEL
FRONT & REAR w/ 5-1/4" KNOCKOUTS
SOLID CENTER PANEL

REVERSIBLE 44OU / 44RU RAIL KIT
FRONT LACING PANEL

BOLT TOGETHER KIT w/ STRAP
- (3)PC TOP PANEL
- FRONT & REAR PANELS HAVE 5-1/4IN KNOCKOUTS
- CENTER PANEL IS SOLID
- ADDED (4) GROMMETS TO FRONT & REAR PANELS
- PARTIAL BOTTOM PANEL w/ REAR CABLE OPENING
- FLUSH MOUNTED SIDE PANELS w/ TAMPER RESISTANT SCREWS
- (2) VERTICAL LACING PANELS (OCP FRONT RAIL LOCATOR PANEL) MOUNTED IN FRONT
- (2) VERTICAL REAR LOCATION / POWER SHELF MOUNTING CHANNEL (OCP)
- BOTTOM FRONT SKIRT

FLUSH MOUNT SIDE PANEL w/ TAMPER RESISTANT SCREWS
WELDED STEEL FRAME CONSTRUCTION
w/ REINFORCED CORNER POSTS
HEAVY DUTY CASTERS & LEVELING LEGS

BOTTOM PANEL w/ REAR CABLE OPENING

78% PERF CONTOUR REAR DOOR w/ LOCKING SWING HANDLE
REAR POWER SHELF MOUNTING CHANNEL

WELDED STEEL FRAME CONSTRUCTION w/ REINFORCED CORNER POSTS
HEAVY DUTY CASTERS
HEAVY DUTY LEVELING LEGS
COLOR: CARDINAL WHITE (C031-WH120) SEMI GLOSS TEXTURE

- (2) PAIR FULLY ADJUSTABLE AND REVERSIBLE EIA/OCP RAILS 44RU/40OU
- RAILS MOUNTED IN OCP CONFIGURATION
- SQUARE HOLE TYPE EIA SIDE FOR CAGE NUT
- (50) M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE INCLUDED
- RAIL FINISH IS CLEAR ZINC PLATED
- NUMERICAL MARKINGS FOR EACH RACK UNIT w/ UNIT 1 STARTING @ BOTTOM

- FULL SIZE 78% PERFORATED CONTOUR FRONT & REAR DOOR
- LOCKING SWING HANDLE
CONTOUR PERFORATED DOORS ADD 2.20 INCHES (PER DOOR) TO FRAME DEPTH DIMENSION

- (2)125h x 28w x 48d
- WELDED STEEL FRAME CONSTRUCTION w/ REINFORCED CORNER POSTS
- HEAVY DUTY CASTERS
- HEAVY DUTY LEVELING LEGS
- COLOR: CARDINAL WHITE (C031-WH120) SEMI GLOSS TEXTURE

- (2) PAIR FULLY ADJUSTABLE AND REVERSIBLE EIA/OCP RAILS 44RU/40OU
- RAILS MOUNTED IN OCP CONFIGURATION
- SQUARE HOLE TYPE EIA SIDE FOR CAGE NUT
- (50) M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE INCLUDED
- RAIL FINISH IS CLEAR ZINC PLATED
- NUMERICAL MARKINGS FOR EACH RACK UNIT w/ UNIT 1 STARTING @ BOTTOM

- FULL SIZE 78% PERFORATED CONTOUR FRONT & REAR DOOR
- LOCKING SWING HANDLE
CONTOUR PERFORATED DOORS ADD 2.20 INCHES (PER DOOR) TO FRAME DEPTH DIMENSION

- (3)PC TOP PANEL
- FRONT & REAR PANELS HAVE 5-1/4IN KNOCKOUTS
- CENTER PANEL IS SOLID
- ADDED (4) GROMMETS TO FRONT & REAR PANELS
- PARTIAL BOTTOM PANEL w/ REAR CABLE OPENING
- FLUSH MOUNTED SIDE PANELS w/ TAMPER RESISTANT SCREWS
- (2) VERTICAL LACING PANELS (OCP FRONT RAIL LOCATOR PANEL) MOUNTED IN FRONT
- (2) VERTICAL REAR LOCATION / POWER SHELF MOUNTING CHANNEL (OCP)
- BOTTOM FRONT SKIRT
- BOLT TOGETHER KIT w/ STRAP